Worldwide success for

Bird on a Wire

“Compulsory viewing. Its combination of impeccably filmed
concert footage and fly on the wall off-stage reporting makes it
probably the best movie of its type ever made.”
Toronto Globe & Mail
“Wonderful. And completely mesmerising.”
Sam Wollaston, The Guardian (UK)
“Palmer has even surpassed himself”
The New York Times

LEONARD COHEN IN CONCERT
Yet more archive film has been
found from the famous 1972 tour,
which formed the basis of the bestselling 2010 DVD Bird On A Wire.
Concert material from the concerts
in Stockholm, Paris and the Albert
Hall, with Cohen at the height of
his powers performing Marianne,
Susanne, Joan of Arc, The Story
of Isaac, The Dealer and many
other songs, has now been edited
together by Tony Palmer, who shot
the original material.

This is interspersed with more
backstage film of the band on tour,
and even some fresh interviews
with Cohen himself, together
with some previously unreleased
sound recordings of his early
masterpieces.
This will all add considerably to
footage of the early part of Cohen’s
career, for which there is an
increasing need since, apart from
the film Bird On A Wire, there is
comparatively little which is widely
available.

Edited & Directed by Tony Palmer
Digital Editors David Hughes & Terry Brown
Post Production sound mixing Stephen O’Toole
© Isolde Films 2018, All Regions
Duration 71 mins: B/W & Colour
DVD produced by Rob Ayling
Cover Design: Sharon Smart

Leonard COHEN the BIRD ON A WIRE concerts

“Simply one of the most beautiful music documentaries
I have ever seen, as moving as the man’s music. Both fascinating
and hilarious. It is also a compelling document of Europe in the
early 70s. There is achingly beautiful footage of Cohen singing
at the peak of his powers, lit and framed so as to look like a
Renaissance painting. In watching him sing, you see more of the
soul of this unique, enigmatic artist.”
Bernadette McNulty, The Telegraph (UK)
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“Each man or woman has a song...”

TPDVD???

newly restored by the film’s original director, Tony Palmer

